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Citizens of the British Southern Cameroons:  

This year marks 150 years of continuing colonisation of our Homeland:  British from 

1858 to 1887; German from 1888 to 1914; British again  from 1915 to 1961; Cameroun 

Republic from October 1961 to date. Few  peoples in the world have had such a 

chequered and cruel fate. And so  we fight to be free. We fight to have full control over 

our lives and  our land. We fight for our future. We fight for our God-given  territory. We 

fight to manage our own affairs. We fight to live a life  of dignity as human beings free 

from fear and want. We fight not for  the past. We fight for the future. We fight for the 

future of our  children. Our children deserve a place they can legitimately, proudly,  truly 

and freely call home. It is quite unimportant whether we  ourselves as individuals live. 

But it is essential that, like other  people, we as a people live. It is essential that the 

British Southern  Cameroons, by whatever name we eventually choose to baptise  it, shall  

live; and that even as a small nation, it has every right to exist.  Fellow Southern 

Cameroonians, the use of the term "British" at this  point in our struggle must be 

explained. We are not trying to become  British, but we respect the rules. In 1984, the 

Cameroun Republic  reverted to its original identity before its union with the Southern  

Cameroons. In so doing, Cameroun Republic seceded from the pretended  union, but has 

illegally held on to us as a colony. We had no choice  but to revert to our pre-union 

identity and to resume our  decolonisation efforts.  The issue of our name has been a 

cause of  much argument in this struggle. One of the first acts of this  government will be 

to obtain through a fair and open process a  suitable and final name for ourselves from the 

genius of our people.  That name would in all likelihood be neither "British" nor 

"Cameroons".  

Throughout our long struggle to free ourselves from Cameroun  Republic’s colonial 

chains, the people of that country have oddly  enough shown no empathy with us. But we 

do not hold it against them.  Our struggle is not against them. It is not against them 

because we  know they never permitted their leaders, past or present, to launch a  
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dangerous colonial adventure in the British Southern Cameroons. Still,  their deafening  

indifference of the LRC government to the colonial  oppression of the people of the 

British Southern Cameroons is rather  puzzling. Could they have forgotten so soon how 

we provided a home for  them when they were fleeing French brutal repression? 

Indifference is  always the friend of the enemy. It benefits the aggressor, never his  

victim. Where are those Camerounese thinking heads, righteous  citizens, the voices of 

conscience sensitive to the collective tragedy  of the people of the British Southern 

Cameroons at the hands of their  government? We see none. We hear none. We feel none.  

As for us, we were raised in a culture of decency and respect for  humankind. We were 

raised in a culture that abhors violence. We were  raised in a culture that loves freedom 

from autocracy, that values  human dignity, democracy, rule of law, and respect for each 

other. We  were raised in a culture that solves problems through discussion and  

consensus. If the present horse-and-rider relationship between the  British Southern 

Cameroons and Cameroun Republic had been reversed, we  the coloniser and they the 

colonised we would have long since set them  free. We are a freedom-conscious people. 

We are an accommodating  people. We are a patient people. But we are also a people  

fundamentally opposed to any form of oppression and tyranny. We  treasure our liberties. 

We are opposed to colonialism in whatever  shape, form or colour.  

Since the revival of the British Southern Cameroons as a legal and  political expression 

and the proclamation of its sovereign statehood,  we have based all our actions and 

creativity on the fundamental credo  that we do not claim an inch of Cameroun 

Republic’s territory or a  single citizen of that country, but seek only to be left alone. We  

have endeavoured to find a way into the heart of our oppressor by  offering dialogue, 

though he yet dismisses our appeals with vanity,  open animosity and increased 

repression. Throughout, our righteous  struggle has been firmly anchored on the high 

moral ground of non- violent action and activism. It has been based on the force of 

argument.  
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But for quite some time now there has been increased demand that we  change policy. 

There is a very strong and well-founded conviction by a  large and active segment of our 

people that Cameroun Republic’s  addiction to violence can only be cured by a 

commensurate response.  Indeed, because Cameroun Republic continues to drown in 

blood all our  pacific forms of struggle many of our citizens now consider the ‘force  of 

argument’ policy discredited. They rightly point out that quite  apart from the reign of 

terror unleashed in our land, colonialism is  necessarily aggression and that the law 

entitles the colonised to  fight off such aggression by all means recognised under 

international  law. They argue that Cameroun Republic’s irrepressible addiction to  

violence is such that its colonialism cannot be defeated without  adequate resistance from 

the colonised people. Fellow citizens, for  the last 60 years, we have had the mistaken 

impression that we were  special, that our freedom would come neatly packaged on a 

silver  platter. We were wrong. Like other free peoples before us, we have to  struggle and 

suffer for our freedom or suffer eternally as a colonized  people.  

The case for resorting to self-defence measures is thus a very  compelling one. So too is 

the argument that has been made to us that  steps must immediately be taken to ensure 

that those persons most  responsible for crimes against humanity in the British Southern  

Cameroons, beginning with those at the top of the Yaounde regime who  must ultimately 

bear full responsibility, be made to answer for their  crimes before an international 

criminal tribunal, and that such action  must go hand-in-hand with an international 

campaign aimed at asset  freezes and travel bans regarding those persons.  

Evidently, if the ‘force of argument’ means forever postponing the  statehood of the 

British Southern Cameroons, and if it means  resignation to the continuing butchery and 

brutal repression in the  British Southern Cameroons, then that argument loses its  

persuasiveness and the ‘argument of force’ condemns, nay, dooms us to  permanent 

suffering. Unacceptable!  This means we shall  not shy away  from the dictates of 
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legitimate self-defence in the face of a cruel  policy of violence aimed at our physical and 

cultural destruction as a  people. Naturally the right to defend ourselves goes in tandem 

with  the right to obtain the means essential to that defence. Let the world  hear and bear 

us witness.  

With historical hindsight, we know that the speeches from both the  past and the present 

leader of Cameroun Republic in relation to the  question of the decolonisation of the 

British Southern Cameroons are  distinctly arrogant, cynical, disdainful, callous, untrue 

and wicked.  Neither of them has ever put his country, Cameroun Republic, before  

himself. The stubborn arrogance of their doomed colonial adventure in  the British 

Southern Cameroons has resulted in the massacre and the  disablement of the young, the 

innocent and the old. It has resulted in  the spoliation and defilement of the land. It has 

traumatised the  general population. As a matter of factual record, in recent months,  the 

safety of our people has become more and more precarious. The main  feature of this 

escalation and tension is an advanced and dangerous  stage of selfish French operational 

involvement in our Homeland. That  French mercenary involvement is at the beck and 

call of the  vainglorious colonial aggression of a Cameroun Republic bent on  holding us 

in eternal servitude.  

The Provisional Restoration Government of the British Southern  Cameroons (a.k.a. the 

Southern Cameroons) is born of the evident will  and wish of the British Southern 

Cameroons nation in the harrowing  circumstances in which it finds itself. By design, it is 

broadly  representative to ensure the unity of the Southern Cameroons nation.  It 

represents the united and inflexible resolve of the British  Southern Cameroons nation to 

prosecute to successful conclusion the  consensual or non-consensual decolonisation of 

the British Southern  Cameroons. It was necessary that this initiative be taken. It was  

taken on account of the extreme urgency and rigour of the moment. For,  after almost 

fifty years of colonial occupation and oppression by  Cameroun Republic, the 

decolonisation of the British Southern  Cameroons has now assumed much greater 
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urgency and can no longer be  postponed. No one can deny that we have been most 

patient. It is in  the national public interest that all of us, every single citizen of  the 

British Southern Cameroons, back this government to the hilt,  promptly implementing its 

directives so as to enable it to take every  necessary action for the speedy resolution, once 

and for all, of the  long overdue British Southern Cameroons decolonisation question.  

Fellow Southern Cameroonians we must emphasise that this is a  restoration government, 

that is to say a transitional government whose  task it is to return us to sovereignty and 

democratic rule. The terms  and mandate of this government and its eventual structure 

will be  formalised by a congress of representative eminent citizens and  Southern 

Cameroonian legal experts in the near future. We are still in  consultation about 

modifying its structure and size to make it most  effective as an instrument to bring 

decolonisation and independence.  There would be opportunities for inputs by the people 

into this and  all processes.  

A government in exile of this scale and complexity is a serious and  daunting step. But 

following the UN proclamation of the decade of the  complete eradication of colonialism 

in all its forms and  manifestations, and eight years into the second millennium, we are 

now  at a crossroads, and it is unacceptable to post-pone indefinitely the  decolonisation 

of the British Southern Cameroons. We have before us an  evil of the most monstrous and 

grievous kind known in the dark and  lamentable catalogue of human evils: colonialism. 

In the face of that  mighty challenge we offer toil, we offer our united and implacable  

determination to blot out the last colonial stain on the African  continent. Our policy is to 

undo the colonial occupation of our  homeland, and to do so with all the strength, 

commitment, creativity  and inspiration that God has given us. Our aim is to liberate our  

people from a noonday colonial yoke. Without freedom from colonial  slavery there is no 

collective survival for us. The central plank in  our platform is freedom and peace in a 

secure sovereign state that is  ours. We take up this enormous burden with great 

conviction and hope,  undaunted by the enormity of the tasks involved. We do so feeling  
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entitled to claim God’s intervention and the support of all our  people. We yield nothing 

of our just demand for freedom from colonial  oppression. Not ‘one jot or one title’ do we 

recede.  

The necessity for this government imposes itself at yet another level.  There is need for a 

broad-based authority with the necessary moral  capacity to argue a stay on any 

contemplated recourse to self-defence  measures and to offer real hope for a negotiated 

settlement. There is  also need for a duly constituted authority able and ready to interface  

immediately with Cameroun Republic towards the consensual  decolonisation of the 

British Southern Cameroons. In this connection,  let the world be reminded that we have 

repeatedly offered dialogue to  Cameroun Republic. We have repeatedly called the 

attention of Cameroun  Republic to the fact that colonialism in whatever shape, colour or  

form is dated, is a grave human rights violation and is a crime. We  have invited 

Cameroun Republic through the most peaceful and civilised  deputations to renounce its 

national policy of expansionism, colonial  domination and exploitation. But all we have 

received in return over  the years has been increased arrogance, increased mendacity, 

increased  duplicity, increased hate speech, increased and widespread repression  and 

oppression. What appears to inform our oppressor’s repeated  rejection of every invitation 

for the peaceful decolonisation of the  British Southern Cameroons is its false belief that 

it has might on  its side and that its colonial occupation of the British Southern  

Cameroons can be sustained by increased terrorisation and violence!  History gives the 

lie to this mindset. 

We repeat familiar words: there is a time for everything. If yesterday  was the time for 

colonisation, today is the time for decolonisation.  Today, as yesterday, we invite 

Cameroun Republic to the round table at  a mutually acceptable venue for discussions to 

terminate the colonial  occupation of the British Southern Cameroons colonial question. 

This  invitation is in fact not new. It has been on the table since the  1960s, made by a 

long succession of esteemed British Southern  Cameroons citizens: Dr Fonlon, Albert 
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Mukong, Dr Foncha, Hon ST Muna,  HRH Fon Gorji-Dinka, Dr Enonchong, Ambassador 

Epie, Ambassador  Fossung, Elad-Munzu-Anyangwe, Justice Alobwede Ebong, Dr 

Martin Luma,  Dr Kevin Gumne, Dr Nfor Nfor, Motombi Wolete, Chief Ayamba, 

Ebenezer  Akwanga, Bate Besong and many others. The message conveyed has always  

been clear and consistent: an olive branch to Cameroun Republic and a  request to it to 

come to the round table for dialogue on the British  Southern Cameroons question and 

resolution of all outstanding issues.  

Today we make the same call to Cameroun Republic as was made  yesterday. It might 

turn out to be the last especially in the light of  the very persuasive case for the argument 

of self-defence. Today, as  yesterday, we solemnly invite Cameroun Republic to the 

negotiation  table for the termination of the British Southern Cameroons and the  

resolution of all consequential matters. Today, as yesterday, we  address ourselves to the 

Yaounde colonial government: Stop the  terrorisation and brutal repression in the British 

Southern Cameroons!  End the colonial occupation of the British Southern Cameroons! 

End  rejection of the round table! For the consensual decolonisation of the  Southern 

Cameroons, we are ready to go at any hour on any day to an  appropriate place to meet 

the delegation of Cameroun Republic to  conduct negotiations with mutual respect, in 

good faith, and with a  clear recognition of the unquestionable right of the people of the  

British Southern Cameroons to self-determination.  

It cannot be in the long-term interest of Cameroun Republic to  continue its futile policy 

of obduracy. Its barren bloodshed and  endless brutal repression in the Southern 

Cameroons will lead nowhere.  That violence may in fact form the basis of a future 

‘heredity enmity’  between the people of the British Southern Cameroons and those of  

Cameroun Republic. It may in fact turn out to be a real danger to the  corporate existence 

of Cameroun Republic. Indeed, Cameroun Republic  will be casting adrift its future as a 

corporate entity if it  stubbornly continues with its sterile efforts at holding the Southern  

Cameroons in colonial captivity and in defiance of the world’s  condemnation of 

colonialism, be it White or Black.  
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We, the oppressed people of the British Southern Cameroons do hunger  and thirst after 

freedom: would that we be blessed and fulfilled,  according to God’s will.   

LONG LIVE THE BRITISH SOUTHERN CAMEROONS!  

Your Humble Servant   

Carlson Anyangwe Head of Government,

For The British Southern Cameroons Restoration Government
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